
  

Hong Kong, August 2021 

 

With the latest technology such as blockchain, cryptocurrency and A.I, Fintech is now one of the fastest 

growing industries. This article provides information to talents who are paving the way in this industry. This 

is published by a newly established Financial Talent Research Team under WILL-Foundation 

(www.willyouth.com), a financial community that connects institutions and talents. 

 

These top 30 Fintech companies are selected by the financial talent research team set up by a group of current 

student interns from local academic institutions. There are top fintech companies from overseas 

countries( USA, Canada, Germany) and local fintech companies are selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The team has observed that most of the jobs are still offered by the companies mentioned above through job 

hunting channels like LinkedIn, Glassdoor, etc. During the pandemic, there are many people around the world 

suffering from loss of jobs; however, this is not the case in fintech technology. Talented specialists in fintech 

are given jobs. This shows that fintech talents are in demand all over the world.  

 

William Kwok, a founder of www.willyouth.org stated that the platform is constructive and meaningful to the 

talents who plan their career path in the financial sector. His current task is to explore financial support or 

sponsors to establish this financial community that offers more job coaching program and events to as much 

as talents. Eventually, both the society and the community will benefit. 

 

For details about our research, please read: www.willyouth.org/research 

Editor (Financial Talent Research Team) – in alpha order : ( www.willyouth.org/about ) 

1) Lo, Samuel - Integrated BBA (CUHK) 

2) Tsang, Travis – BASc FinTech (HKU) 

3) Wong, Wallace - BSc Pure Mathematics (HKUST) 

 

Mr. Kwok, Founder of WILLYouth.org, willyouth@will-foundation.com +852-9876 1087 
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